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Background 

Real-world data (RWD) sources, such as electronic health records (EHRs) and claims data, have potential 
to identify medications previously approved for certain indications to be repurposed for other indications 
of high unmet need (i.e., drug repurposing).1 However, these data sources, which can be leveraged to 
generate real-world evidence, lack standardization across healthcare facilities and organizations. This, 
along with a lack of data sharing, leads to data silos that make observational research in real-world settings 
difficult. To address this barrier, common data models have been created to facilitate scalable and 
reproducible observational research using RWD sources. The Observational Medical Outcomes 
Partnership (OMOP) Common Data Model (CDM) is a collaborative data model created by the 
Observational Heath Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) community. Healthcare institutions that 
convert their data into a CDM such as OMOP can facilitate an increased ease in both initiating 
observational research and data sharing, thus breaking free of the limitations of their current data silos.   
 
A drawback to this data sharing process is the time and resources it takes to implement the OMOP CDM, 
which has previously required thousands of hours of work by a data informatics expert to take a site from 
no CDM to full implementation. Thus, many healthcare sites with limited size and resources, especially 
those in disadvantaged areas, are often excluded from implementation of the OMOP CDM. The CURE Drug 
Repurposing Collaboratory (CDRC), a diverse partnership of stakeholders, aims to provide public access to 
RWD through the CURE-ID platform by lowering the barrier to convert RWD to the OMOP CDM. This 
mission led to the development of the Edge Tool suite, which comprises a collection of openly available 
projects designed to facilitate the conversion of proprietary EHR data into the OMOP CDM.2 
Implementation of this suite of tools has previously been shown to reduce labor costs  by up to 90%.3 The 
purpose of this work is to look at the potential utility of data extracted and harmonized through the Edge 
Tool by comparing the results of an observational target trial emulation using data extracted via the Edge 
Tool to the results of the RECOVERY clinical trial of dexamethasone for COVID-19. 
 

Methods 

The Edge Tool enables the extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) of EHR source data into the OMOP 
CDM. The suite repository can be found at OHDSI/CureIdRegistry (github.com). Thus far, the CDRC is 
supporting over thirty healthcare sites in utilizing the Edge Tool suite, with three systems having 
completed all phases of the ETL process, submitting over 20,000 COVID-19 cases to CURE-ID.  This influx 
of data allows for several potential analyses. To demonstrate utility, an analysis of this data was 
constructed to emulate the RECOVERY trial, which showed that dexamethasone decreased the risk of 28-
day mortality in hospitalized patients, especially those on some level of oxygen support.4    
 

A brief analysis was completed with the pilot healthcare site, which contained over 10,000 patient records 
from between March 2020 and March 2022. A data quality assessment was performed, which evaluated 
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missingness and plausibility of the extracted EHR data. Outliers in the laboratory values were examined if 
they fell outside of clinical plausibility rules. Inclusion criteria for patient records included non-missing 
outcomes, as well as complete demographic and comorbidity information. Patients under the age of 18 
were excluded from this study to align with the inclusion criteria of the RECOVERY trial. The RECOVERY 
trial also excluded pregnant and breastfeeding women,; however, due to the limitations of the extracted 
EHR data, this criterion was unable to be replicated in the trial emulation.  
  
A 2:1 ratio of propensity score matching with replication of controls was used to match patients with any 
recorded administration of dexamethasone (i.e., treatment group) to patients without any recorded 
administration of dexamethasone (i.e., control group) within the extracted EHR data. Eleven categorical 
variables were included in the match; of those, eight were ultimately included in the regression and three 
were removed and instead used as hard matching criteria due to significant differences that persisted 
between the groups post-match. The matches were evaluated with Chi-Square tests on each predictor 
variable to ensure appropriate balance between treatment and control patients. In alignment with the 
trial analysis, binomial logistic regression and survival analysis using a Cox proportional hazards model 
were used to assess the effect of dexamethasone administration on 28-day mortality, with the latter also 
including hospital length of stay (LOS). Both analyses were repeated after stratifying the matched cases 
and controls by level of oxygen support: invasive mechanical ventilation, oxygen alone, and no oxygen 
support.   
 

Results 

The trial emulation analysis showed that use of dexamethasone was associated with significantly lower 
28-day mortality among both those receiving oxygen alone and those on mechanical ventilation when 
compared to those receiving no respiratory support. This crucial finding aligns with the conclusions drawn 
from the RECOVERY trial, suggesting that incorporation of medication administration timing by-proxy 
through inclusion of hospital LOS in the survival analysis is a particularly strong indication for patient 
mortality. However, this result was not replicated when the stratification by level of oxygen support was 
removed.  
 

Challenges were noted in the ETL process from the Edge Tool thus far, including difficulty in extracting 
dosage information related to administered medications, as well as time-of-day information for variables 
regarding measurements, devices, and administered medications. These limitations may have significantly 
impacted the results of the analysis.  
 

Conclusion 

This study shows the feasibility of utilizing the data extracted with the Edge Tool suite from a RWD source 
to emulate a clinical trial for an emerging disease. Although there were significant limitations, this analysis 
shows that extracted EHR data can be used to examine the effectiveness of treatments for emerging 
diseases such as COVID-19. The goal of increasing the adoption of OMOP into sites with fewer resources 
and enabling wider participation remains, as the CURE-ID project continues work on expanding the 
number of healthcare sites that are utilizing the Edge Tool to standardize their data into OMOP. The 
analysis will be updated in the future as more healthcare sites contribute data.  
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